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Abstract C bounded model checking (cbmc) has proved to
be a successful approach to automatic software analysis. The
key idea is to (i) build a propositional formula whose models
correspond to program traces (of bounded length) that violate
some given property and (ii) use state-of-the-art SAT solvers
to check the resulting formulae for satisfiability. In this paper,
we propose a generalisation of the cbmc approach on the
basis of an encoding into richer (but still decidable) theories
than propositional logic. We show that our approach may lead
to considerably more compact formulae than those obtained
with cbmc. We have built a prototype implementation of our
technique that uses a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT)
solver to solve the resulting formulae. Computer experiments
indicate that our approach compares favourably with—and
on some significant problems outperforms—cbmc.

1 Introduction

SAT-based bounded model checking (BMC) [8] was
originally proposed as a complementary technique to
OBDD-based model checking for the automatic analysis of
finite state systems (e.g. hardware circuits). The key idea is
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to build a propositional formula whose models correspond
to behaviours of the system that violate a given property.

The application of BMC to software poses new challenges,
as most programs are inherently infinite-state and new,
non-trivial issues such as the handling of (recursive) func-
tion calls and the modelling of complex data structures must
be properly addressed. An elegant solution to the problem is
proposed in [12,29] and implemented in the cbmc (C BMC)
model checker. The approach amounts to (i) building a propo-
sitional formula whose models correspond to program traces
(of bounded length) violating some given property and (ii)
using state-of-the-art SAT solvers to check the resulting for-
mulae for satisfiability.

In this paper, we propose a generalisation of the cbmc
approach. Instead of encoding the program into a propositio-
nal formula, we encode it into a quantifier-free formula to be
checked for satisfiability w.r.t. some given decidable theory
(henceforth called background theory) and use a state-of-
the-art SMT (satisfiability modulo theories) solver to per-
form the satisfiability checking.

We show that our approach may lead to considerably more
compact formulae when arrays are involved in the input pro-
gram. In particular, the size of the formulae generated by our
approach does not depend on the size of the bit-vector repre-
sentation of the basic data types nor on the size of the arrays
occurring in the program, whereas the encoding technique
implemented in cbmc depends on both.

Experimental results obtained with a prototype implemen-
tation of our technique, called smt- cbmc, confirm the effec-
tiveness of our approach: on a number of programs invol-
ving a non-trivial interplay of arithmetic and array manipu-
lation cbmc generates formulae of unmanageable size. In
particular, smt- cbmc scales significantly better than cbmc
as the size of the arrays occurring in the input program
increases.
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Structure of the paper In Sect. 2, we provide a brief intro-
duction to SMT and present a set of decidable theories that
we will refer to in the rest of the paper. In Sect. 3, we present
our generalisation to the cbmc approach: we describe the
generation of the formula, the different approaches to solve
the formula, and how error traces are reconstructed by exploi-
ting the information returned by the SMT solver. In Sect. 4,
we describe our prototype tool smt- cbmc and present the
experimental results. In Sect. 5 we discuss the related work
and finally, in Sect. 6, we draw some concluding remarks.

2 Satisfiability modulo theories

A sorted signature is a triple 〈S, � f , �p〉 where S is a set of
sorts while � f and �p are disjoint sets of function symbols
and predicate symbols, respectively. Both function and pre-
dicate symbols are equipped with arities. The arity of a func-
tion symbol f ∈ � f is a sequence of sorts 〈S1, . . . , Sn, S〉
for some n ≥ 0 and we write f : S1, . . . , Sn → S to indicate
that 〈S1, . . . , Sn, S〉 is the arity of f . The arity of a predi-
cate symbol P ∈ �p is a sequence of sorts 〈S1, . . . , Sn〉 for
some n ≥ 0 and we write P : S1, . . . , Sn to indicate that
〈S1, . . . , Sn〉 is the arity of P . We call individual constants
the function symbols with n = 0. Let V be an S-indexed
family of sets of variables. Let S ∈ S. The set of terms of
sort S is inductively defined as follows: if v ∈ VS , then v is a
term of sort S; if c is an individual constant of arity 〈S〉, then
c is a term of sort S; if f : S1, . . . , Sn → S and ti is a term
of sort Si for i = 1, . . . , n, then f (t1, . . . , tn) is a term of
sort S. The set of formulae is inductively defined as follows:
true is a formula; if P : S1, . . . , Sn and ti is a term of sort
Si for i = 1, . . . , n, then P(t1, . . . , tn) is a formula; if ϕ is
a formula, then also ¬ϕ is; if ϕ1 and ϕ2 are formulae, then
also (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) is; if v is a variable and ϕ is a formula, then
∀v.ϕ is a formula. In the following, we use the expressions
(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2), (ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2), ∃v.ϕ, and t1 �= t2 as abbreviations of
¬(¬ϕ1 ∨ ¬ϕ2), (¬ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2), ¬∀v.¬ϕ, and ¬(t1 = t2), res-
pectively. All occurrences of v in ∀v.ϕ are said to be bound.
A formula is closed if and only if all the occurrences of its
variables are bound.

An interpretation for 〈S, � f , �p〉 is a pair I = (D, g),
where D is an S-indexed family of non-empty sets and g is a
total function on � f ∪ �p such that if f : S1, . . . , Sn → S,
then g( f ) : DS1 × · · · × DSn → DS and if P : S1, . . . , Sn ,
then g(P) ⊆ DS1×· · ·×DSn . A valuationω is a total function
over the set of variables in V such that ω(v) ∈ DS for all v ∈
VS . The denotation of a term t w.r.t. ω and I , in symbols [[t]]ωI ,
is recursively defined as follows: if t is a variable, then [[t]]ωI =
ω(t); if t is an individual constant, then [[t]]ωI = g(t); if
t = f (t1, . . . , tn), then [[t]]ωI = g( f )([[t1]]ωI , . . . , [[tn]]ωI ). We
write |�ω

I ϕ for ϕ is satisfied by ω in I . The relation |�ω
I ϕ is

inductively defined as follows: |�ω
I true; |�ω

I P(t1, . . . , tn)

if and only if 〈[[t1]]ωI , . . . , [[tn]]ωI 〉 ∈ g(P); |�ω
I ¬ϕ if and

only if �|�ω
I ϕ; |�ω

I (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) if and only if |�ω
I ϕ1 or |�ω

I ϕ2;

|�ω
I ∀v.ϕ with v ∈ VS if and only if |�ω[d/v]

I ϕ for all d ∈
DS .1 In the following, we will write ω(t) in place of [[t]]ωI
whenever I can be inferred by the context. An interpretation
I is a model of ϕ if and only if |�ω

I ϕ for all valuations ω.
Let � be a set of formulae and ϕ be a formula. We say that
ϕ is a logical consequence of �, in symbols � |� ϕ, if and
only if |�ω

I ϕ for all I and ω such that |�ω
I

∧
�.2

A theory T is a set of sentences (i.e. closed formulae) clo-
sed under |�, i.e. such that if T |� ϕ then ϕ ∈ T . Let T be
a theory (or a finite presentation thereof). We say that ϕ is
T -satisfiable if there exists a model I of T and a valuation
ω such that |�ω

I ϕ and say that ϕ is T -unsatisfiable other-
wise. The satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) problem for T
is the problem of determining the T -satisfiability of any given
quantifier-free formula ϕ. We say that ϕ is a T -consequence
of �, in symbols � |�T ϕ, if and only if T ∪ � |� ϕ. It is
easy to see that � |�T ϕ if and only if (¬ϕ ∧ ∧

�) is T -
unsatisfiable. Therefore, the problem of determining whether
� |�T ϕ can be easily reduced to a SMT problem.

Over the past three decades, a great deal of attention has
been paid to solve the SMT problem for a number of deci-
dable theories of interest such as, e.g., linear arithmetic, the
theory of lists, the theory of arrays, and, more recently, the
theory of bit-vectors. The practical relevance of these theories
in verification cannot be overestimated as arithmetic, lists,
arrays, and bit-vectors are ubiquitous in Computer Science.
Moreover, since these entities rarely occur in isolation, the
problem of building SMT solvers for the combination of two
(or more) decidable theories (say T1∪T2) out of SMT solvers
for the component theories (say T1 and T2) has also been tho-
roughly investigated and solutions identified [32,34]. More
recently, the problem of combining the effectiveness of state-
of-the-art SAT solvers with SMT solvers has received gro-
wing attention and has led to a new generation of SMT solvers
capable of remarkable performance [4].

In the rest of this section, we give a brief description of
the decidable theories that are relevant for the present paper.

Linear arithmetic By linear arithmetic we mean standard
arithmetic (either over Z, Q, or R) with addition (i.e. +) and
the usual relational operators (e.g. =, <, ≤, ≥, >) but without
multiplication. Multiplication by a constant, say n ∗ x where
n is an integer constant, is usually allowed but it is just a
notational shorthand for the (linear) expression x + · · · + x
with n occurrences of the variable x .

1 If h : X → Y , then by h[y0/x0] we denote the function h1 : X → Y
such that h1(x0) = y0 and h1(x) = h(x) for all x �= x0.
2 By

∧
� we denote the conjunction of an arbitrarily chosen permuta-

tion of the formulae in �. If � = ∅, then
∧

� denotes the propositional
constant true.
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Bounded model checking of software using SMT solvers instead of SAT solvers 71

The theory of arrays Arrays are data structures representing
arbitrary associations of elements with a set of
indexes. Unlike arrays available in standard programming
languages, the arrays modelled by the theory of arrays need
not have finite size. The theory of arrays is parametric in two
sorts Sindex, Selem denoting the indexes and the elements
of the arrays, respectively. A third sort, say array(Sindex,

Selem), is used to denote the arrays. The theory contains two
function symbols

select : array(Sindex, Selem) × Sindex → Selem

and

store : array(Sindex, Selem) × Sindex×Selem

→ array(Sindex, Selem).

The standard presentation of the theory of arrays consists
of the following two axioms:

∀a, i, e. select(store(a, i, e), i) = e

∀a, i, j, e. (i �= j ⇒ select(store(a, i, e), j) = select(a, j))

with variable a of sort array(Sindex, Selem), i and j of sort
Sindex, and e of sort Selem.

SMT solvers for the theory of arrays are described in [1,
36].

The theory of records Records are data structures that aggre-
gate attribute-value pairs. Let Id = {id1, . . . , idn} be a set
of field identifiers and let t1, . . . , tn be types, then rec(id1 :
t1, . . . , idn : tn), henceforth abbreviated rec, is the sort of
records that associate an element of type tk with the field
identifier idk , for k = 1, . . . , n. The signature of the theory
of records consists of a pair of function symbols rselectk :
rec → tk and rstorek : rec × tk → rec for k = 1, . . . , n.
The theory is finitely presented by the following axioms:

∀r, e. rselectk(rstorek(r, e)) = e for k = 1, . . . , n

∀r, e. rselectl(rstorek(r, e)) = rselectl(r)

for k, l = 1, . . . , n such that k �= l

where r has sort rec and e has sort tk .
A SMT solver for the theory of records is described in [2].

The theory of bit-vectors Similar to arrays, bit-vectors asso-
ciate elements with a set of indexes, but unlike arrays the
set of indexes is finite. Moreover, the element associated
with each index is Boolean-valued. Many theories of bit-
vectors have been proposed in the literature [6,9,15,31], the
main difference being whether bit-vectors are allowed to have
variable size. The theory of fixed-size bit-vectors suffices
our purposes. The theory we consider has a sort bv(n) for
each positive integer n and a rich family of function symbols
denoting:

– word-level functions, e.g. _[i : j] : bv(m) → bv( j −
i + 1) (bit-vector extraction) for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m and
m > 0; @ : bv(m) × bv(n) → bv(m + n) (bit-vector
concatenation) for m, n > 0;

– bitwise functions, e.g. ∼− : bv(n) → bv(n) (bitwise not)
for n > 0; _ & _ : bv(n)×bv(n) → bv(n) (bitwise and)
for n > 0; _ | _ : bv(n) × bv(n) → bv(n) (bitwise or)
for n > 0;

– arithmetic functions, e.g. _+_ : bv(n)×bv(n) → bv(n)

(addition modulo 2n) for n > 0.

3 Bounded model checking of sequential software

We consider C programs with the usual control-flow
constructs (e.g. if, switch, while, assert). To sim-
plify the presentation, in this section we assume that = is the
only assignment operator occurring in the program and that
neither pointer variables nor conditional expressions occur
in the program.3 Note that all these simplifying assumptions
can be readily lifted as discussed in [13]. We indicate with 0
the control location reached by the programs upon failure of
an assert statement.

Let P be a program. The bounded reachability problem
for P is the problem of determining whether there exists an
execution path of P of at most a given length reaching a
given control location of P. In this paper, we will focus on
the bounded 0-reachability problem for P, i.e., the problem
of determining whether there exists an execution path of P of
bounded length reaching control location 0. In this section,
we show how to reduce this problem to a SMT problem.

Preliminarily to the generation of the formula, we apply a
number of simplifying transformations to P, thereby obtai-
ning a simplified program, say S, whose execution paths cor-
respond to finite prefixes of the execution paths of P. These
transformations are described in Sect. 3.1. We then build two
sets of quantifier-free formulae CS and PS such that

CS |�T
∧

PS (1)

for some given background theory T if and only if no exe-
cution path of S violates any assert statement. The gene-
ration of CS and PS is the subject of Sect. 3.2, whereas the
usage of SAT and SMT solvers to solve (1) is discussed in
Sects. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively. Finally, if an execution
path leading to a violation of an assert statement is detec-
ted, then the corresponding trace is built and returned to the
user for inspection. For a detailed account of this see Sect. 3.4.

3 Conditional expressions are expressions of the form (c ? e1 : e2). The
result of evaluating (c ? e1 : e2) is the value of e1 if the value of c is
different from 0 and is the value of e2 otherwise.
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3.1 The preprocessing phase

The preprocessing activity starts by replacing all the break
and continue statements occurring in P with semantically
equivalentgoto statements. Theswitch construct is repla-
ced by a proper combination of if and goto statements.
Loops are then unwound by reducing them to a sequence of
nested if statements. For instance, while loops are remo-
ved by applying the following transformation k times:

while(c){ P′ } −→ if(c){ P′ while(c){ P′ }}

and by replacing the remaining while loop with an unwin-
ding assertion, that is, with a statement of the form assert
(!c);. The failure of an unwinding assertion indicates that
the bound k is not sufficient to adequately model the problem
at hand, thereby indicating that the value of k must be increa-
sed. Non-recursive function calls are then inlined. Recursive
function calls and backward gotos are unwound similar to
loop statements. Forward goto statements are transformed
into equivalent if statements as explained in [8]. Let Q be
the program obtained from P by applying the above transfor-
mations. We are then left with a simplified program Q whose
execution paths correspond to finite prefixes of the execution
paths of P.

Next, we put the program Q in static single assignment
(SSA) form. A program in the SSA form [16] is a program
in which every variable is assigned at most once. Let R be
the resulting program. The transformation in the SSA form
can be done by

1. replacing all the assignments of the form a[e1]= e2;
with a=store(a, e1, e2);, where store is a func-
tion such that store(a, e1, e2) returns the array obtai-
ned from a by setting the element at position e1 with the
value of e2;

2. replacing the occurrences of the variables that are target
of assignments (say x) with new, indexed versions of the
variables (say x0,x1, . . .);

3. replacing all the occurrences of the variables that are
not target of assignments with appropriate versions so to
preserve the semantics of the original program; and

4. adding a new assignment of the form

x j3 =(c ?x j1 :x j2); (2)

(for suitable values of j1, j2, and j3) immediately after
each conditional statement of the form if(c) Q1

[elseQ2] where x occurs as target of an assignment in
Q1 [or in Q2].

To illustrate, let Q be the program in Fig. 1. The corres-
ponding program R in the SSA form is given in Fig. 2. As
the first two statements of Q have the same target variable

Fig. 1 An example program

Fig. 2 Program in the SSA form corresponding to the program of
Fig. 1

(namely, i), the target of the corresponding assignments in
R are two distinct versions of the same variable (namely, i1

and i2). The assignment at line 2 of R uses in its right-hand
side the version of the variable that is target of the assign-
ment at line 1, namely i1. The same considerations apply to
the two occurrences of x that are target of the assignments at
lines 5 and 7. Note that the additional assignments at lines 8
and 10 of R are added to provide a unique definition for the
future uses of the variable x.

Note also that by turning a program in the SSA form we are
essentially trading assignments (e.g. x=x+1;) for equali-
ties (e.g. x1 = x0 + 1). This is why, preliminarily to the
generation of the encoding, it is convenient to apply this trans-
formation. A complete account of how to turn programs in
SSA can be found in [16].

The program R is now turned in conditional normal form,
i.e. into a sequence of statements of the formif(c) r , where r
is an atomic statement (either an assignment or an assertion)
that does not contain any conditional expressions. We refer to
statements of the form if(c) r as conditional statements. A
procedure that does this is given in Fig. 3. If R is a program in
the SSA form, then Norm(R,true) builds and returns the
corresponding program, say S, in conditional normal form.
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Bounded model checking of software using SMT solvers instead of SAT solvers 73

Fig. 3 Turning a program in conditional normal form

Note that this normalisation step removes the else
constructs and pushes the if statements downwards in the
abstract syntax tree of the program until they are applied to
atomic statements only.

The program in conditional normal form, say S, corres-
ponding to the program of Fig. 2, say R, is shown in Fig. 4. As
the execution of statements at lines 1, 2, 11 and 12 of R does
not depend on any condition, the guard of the corresponding
conditional statements in S is true. The assignment at line
5 of R is executed only if the conditions of the two preceding
if statements are both true; therefore, the corresponding
assignment at line 3 in S is guarded by the conjunction of the
two conditions. Similar considerations can be done for the
guard of the assignment at line 3 in S. The assignment at line
8 (10) of R is turned into the pair of conditional statements
at lines 5 and 6 (7 and 8, resp.) of S.

It must be noted that S is not necessarily in the SSA form.
However, all the variables that are assigned more than once
(e.g. x3 and x4 in the program of Fig. 4) are guarded by
mutually exclusive conditions.

Note that, for suitable values of the bound k, all the above
transformations (i.e. the transformations leading from the
input program P to Q, from Q to R, and from R to the program

Fig. 4 Program in conditional normal form corresponding to the
program of Fig. 2

S in conditional normal form) are such that each execution
path in the input program corresponds to an execution path in
the output program and vice versa, and both paths contain the
same (modulo renaming of the variables) sequence of atomic
statements, and all atomic statements are guarded by the same
(modulo renaming of the variables) conditions. From this fact
it readily follows that the reachability problem for P can be
reduced to the reachability problem for S.

For simplicity, we assume that the variables of S are
either of type int or are arrays of elements of type int.
We define T to be a theory containing arithmetic over the
integers (denoted by the sort int) and the theory of arrays
(with Sindex = Selem = int). We also assume that the
language of T contains (i) a variable v j of sort int for
each variable v j of S of type int and (ii) a variable a j

of sort array(int, int) for each variable a j of S ranging
over arrays of elements of type int. This implies that S
contains the sorts int and array(int, int) and, as a conse-
quence, that the family of sets of variables V contains Vint
and Varray(int,int). Let e be a program expression. By e∗
we indicate the term of the language of T obtained from
e by replacing all program variables (say v j ) with the cor-
responding variables of T (say v j ) and the operators occur-
ring in e with the corresponding function and predicate sym-
bols in T . For instance, if e = (a1[v1 +1]<=v0 +2), then
e∗ = (select(a1, v1 + 1) ≤ v0 + 2).

Let S = s1 . . . sm be the program in conditional normal
form resulting from the application of the above transforma-
tions to the input program P for a given value of k. Each
statement si of S is of the form if(c) r , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. A
state of S is a pair 〈i, ω〉, where i ∈ {0, . . . , m + 1} and ω

is a valuation over V . The first component of a state, say i ,
denotes a control location of S. If i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}, then i
is the control location of S immediately before the execution
of si ; 0 is the control location reached by S upon failure of an
assert statement and m +1 is the control location reached
upon successful execution of S. State transitions in S are of
the form

〈i, ω〉 → 〈i ′, ω〉
and are defined as follows:

– if si is a statement of the form

if(c) v j = e;

then i ′ = i + 1 and ω(c∗) = 0 or ω(v j ) = ω(e∗);
– if si is a statement of the form

if(c) assert(e);

then (i) i ′ = i + 1 if ω(c∗) = 0 or ω(e∗) �= 0, and (ii)
i ′ = 0 otherwise.
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If 〈i, ω〉 → 〈i ′, ω〉, then we say that 〈i ′, ω〉 is a successor of
〈i, ω〉. An execution path of S is a sequence

〈1, ω〉 → · · · → 〈u, ω〉

with u ≤ m + 1, where 〈t, ω〉 → 〈t + 1, ω〉 for t =
1, . . . , u − 1. An execution path 〈1, ω〉 → · · · → 〈u, ω〉
is complete if and only if 〈u, ω〉 has no successors. It is
easy to see that all complete execution paths of S are either
of the form 〈1, ω〉 → · · · → 〈m + 1, ω〉 or of the form
〈1, ω〉 → · · · → 〈l, ω〉 → 〈0, ω〉, where sl is the first
statement in S of the form if(c) assert(e); such that
ω(c∗) �= 0 and ω(e∗) = 0.

3.2 The encoding phase

Let S = s1 . . . sm be the program in conditional normal form
resulting from the application of the transformations descri-
bed in Sect. 3.1 to the input program P for a given value
of k. We now show how to build two sets of quantifier-
free formulae CS and PS such that CS |�T

∧
PS if and

only if no execution path of S violates any assert state-
ment.

For each statement in S of the form if(c) v j = e;, CS
contains the formula (c∗ ⇒ (v j = e∗)) and for each sta-
tement of the form if(c) assert(e); in S, the set PS
contains the formula (c∗ ⇒ e∗). Intuitively, the sets CS and
PS represent the behaviour and the properties of program S,
respectively. The sets of formulae CS and PS corresponding
to the program S of Fig. 4 are given in Fig. 5.

The following result states that our encodings, namely CS
and PS, are sound and complete: 0-reachability problems can
be reduced to SMT problems.

Proposition 1 Let S be a program in conditional normal
form with m statements. The following two facts are equiva-
lent:

Fig. 5 Encoding of the program of Fig. 4

1. CS |�T PS
2. all complete execution paths of S end in control location

m + 1.

3.3 The solving phase

3.3.1 Solving the formulae with a SAT solver

In [29] this problem is reduced to a propositional satisfiability
problem which is then fed to the MiniSat [18] satisfiability
solver. This is done by modelling variables of basic data
types (e.g. int and float) as fixed-size bit-vectors and
by considering the equations in CS and in PS as bit-vector
equations. Each array variable a is also replaced by size(a)

distinct variables a0, . . . , asize(a)−1 and each formula of the
form

c ⇒ (a j+1 = store(a j , e1, e2))

occurring in CS is replaced by the formula

size(a)−1∧

i=0

a j+1
i = ((c ∧ e1 = i) ? e2 : a j

i ),

where size(a) is the size of the array a and v = (c ? e1 : e2)

abbreviates the formula (c ⇒ v = e1) ∧ (¬c ⇒ v = e2).
Finally, each term of the form select(a j , e) is replaced by a
new variable, say x , and the following formulae are added to
CS

size(a)−1∧

i=0

((e = i) ⇒ x = a j
i )

The resulting set of bit-vector equations is then turned into a
propositional formula. Variables of struct types are trea-
ted in a similar way. Note that the size of the propositional
formula generated in this way depends (i) on the size of the
bit-vector representation of the basic data types as well as
(ii) on the size of the arrays used in the program. More gene-
rally, if the program contains a multi-dimensional array a
with dimensions d1, . . . , dm , then the number of added for-
mulae grows as O (d1 · d2 · · · · · dm).

3.3.2 Solving the formulae with an SMT solver

The alternative approach proposed in this paper is to use a
SMT solver to directly check whether CS |�T

∧
PS. By pro-

ceeding in this way the size of the formula given as input to
the SMT solver does not depend on the size of the bit-vector
representation of the basic data types nor on the size of the
arrays occurring in the program.4 Moreover, the use of a SMT

4 It must be said that SMT solvers for the theory of bit-vectors may
expand parts of the formula by a technique known as bit-blasting. Howe-
ver, this is usually done as a last resort and in many cases higher level
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solver gives us additional freedom in the way we model the
basic data types. In fact, program variables with numeric type
(e.g.int,float) can be modelled by variables ranging over
bit-vectors or over the corresponding numerical domain (e.g.
Z, R, resp.). If the modelling of numeric variables is done
through fixed-size bit-vectors, then the result of the analysis
is precise but it depends on the specific size considered for the
bit-vectors. If, instead, the modelling of numeric variables is
done through the corresponding numerical domain, then the
result of the analysis is independent from the actual binary
representation, but this comes to the price of losing comple-
teness of the analysis if non-linear expressions occur in the
program.

To check whether CS |�T
∧

PS, we use CVC Lite [5],
a state-of-the-art theorem prover capable to determine the
validity of quantifier-free first-order formulae modulo the
union of several decidable theories, including those presented
in Sect. 2.

3.4 Building the error trace

Whenever CVC Lite is asked to determine whether � |�T ϕ,
but this does not hold, it returns a finite set of formulae K
such that �,K |�T ¬ϕ. The set of formulae K is said to be
a counterexample for � |�T ϕ.

The procedure of Fig. 6 determines and prints an error
trace, i.e. a sequence of statements witnessing the violation of
an assert statement. The procedure takes as input the ini-
tial statement and a counterexample K for CS |�T

∧
PS and

prints an error trace corresponding to K. The procedure ana-
lyses one conditional statement at a time and invokes CVC
Lite to determine whether the guards of the conditional state-
ment hold or whether assertions are violated. Whenever the
conditional statement is of the form if(c) v j = e;, the pro-
cedure invokes CVC Lite to determine whether CS,K |�T
c∗. If the entailment holds, then the assignment is printed,
otherwise the program skips to the next statement. Whene-
ver a conditional statement of the form if(c) assert(e);
is met, the procedure invokes CVC Lite to determine whether
CS,K |�T (c∗ ∧ ¬e∗). If the entailment holds, then an error
message is reported to the user. Otherwise, the procedure
skips to the next conditional statement.

4 Experimental results

To assess the effectiveness of our approach we have deve-
loped a prototype implementation called smt- cbmc. smt-
cbmc consists of four main modules, implemented in about

Footnote 4 continued
and less expensive techniques are enough to solve the problem at hand
[9].

Fig. 6 Building an error trace

5,000 lines of Prolog code. The first module parses the input
program, the second carries out the preprocessing, the third
builds the quantifier-free formula, and the fourth module
solves the formula by invoking CVC Lite. The latter module
also builds and prints the error trace following the procedure
presented in Sect. 3.4 whenever a counterexample is returned
by CVC Lite. smt- cbmc can represent numeric data types
with corresponding numeric domains as well as with fixed-
size bit-vectors. Moreover, the user can specify the maximum
number of unwindings to be considered.

We have thoroughly assessed our approach by running
smt- cbmc against a number of families of C programs. Each
family of programs is parametric in a positive integer N such
that both the size of the arrays occurring in the programs and
the number of iterations done by the programs depend on
N . Therefore, the instances become harder as the value of N
increases.

The benchmark problems we considered are:

– BubbleSort.c(N ), an implementation of the bubble
sort algorithm [28],

– SelectSort.c(N ), an implementation of the selec-
tion sort algorithm [28],

– BellmanFord.c(N ), an implementation of the
Bellman–Ford algorithm [7,20] for computing single-
source shortest paths in a weighted graph,

– Queue.c(N ), an implementation of a circular FIFO
queue,

– m_k_Gray_codes.c(N ), an implementation of an
algorithm for the generation of (m, k)-gray code [22],
a generalisation of the binary gray code [21], and

– Prim.c(N ), an implementation of Prim’s algorithm [33]
for finding a minimum spanning tree for a connected
weighted graph,
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Note that these programs are well known and therefore the
result of the analysis is not interesting in itself. However, they
allow us to carry out a systematic and quantitative assess-
ment of how different tools scale up on problems of increa-
sing complexity. It is also worth pointing out that most of
the benchmark problems considered involve a tight interplay
between arithmetic and array manipulation.

We have run both smt- cbmc and cbmc on our bench-
mark programs. We report the total time spent by the tools to
tackle each individual instance considered. Times are mea-
sured in seconds. All experiments have been obtained on a
Pentium IV 2.4 GHz machine running Linux with memory
limit set to 800 MB and time limit set to 30 min. cbmc has
been invoked by manually setting the unwinding bound (with
the –-unwind option) and by disabling simplification (with
the –-no-simplify option). It is worth pointing out that
cbmc features also an (undocumented) option –-cvcwhose
effect is to output the bit-vector equations of the formula in
the CVC format [35]. In this way, it is possible to reason at the
word-level, but still not using the theory of arrays. However,
at present this functionality of cbmc is not yet fully opera-
tional and this prevented us from using it in our experiments.

All the experiments presented in the rest of this section
have been obtained by modelling the basic data types using
bit-vectors, thereby exploiting the decision procedure for the
theory of bit-vectors available in CVC Lite during the sol-
ving phase. Experimental results indicate that similar perfor-
mances are obtained by letting the numerical variables range
over the integers and thereby using the decision procedure
for linear arithmetic available in CVC Lite during the sol-
ving phase. In this section, we report about testing the tools
on safe instances of the benchmarks but we obtained similar
results even after injecting bugs in them. Also, on several
benchmarks that involve arithmetic reasoning only (that is,
without arrays) smt- cbmc shows largely favourable results
when compared with cbmc.

4.1 Sorting algorithms

The bubble sort algorithm (see Fig. 7) sorts the array a by
using two nested loops that repeatedly swap adjacent ele-
ments. The assertion statements at the end of the program
check that the array is sorted. The parameter N here deter-
mines the size of the array, as well as the number of unwin-
dings for each loop. Note that in this case the number of
unwindings grows quadratically with N as there are two nes-
ted loops.

The experimental results obtained for this family of pro-
grams are given in Fig. 8. Figure 8a shows the time spent by
the tools to analyse the program while plot Fig. 8b shows the
size (in bytes) of the encodings. In both cases, the value of
N is on the x-axis.

Fig. 7 Source code of BubbleSort.c(N )

cbmc runs out of memory for N > 15, while smt- cbmc
can still analyse programs for N = 37. A comparison bet-
ween the size of the formulae generated by smt- cbmc and
cbmc substantiates our remarks about the size of the enco-
dings: the formula built by smt- cbmc for N = 15 is almost
two orders of magnitude smaller than the one built by cbmc.

Similar to bubble sort, selection sort (see Fig. 9) has two
nested loops, a swap operation, and a sequence of assertions
at the end of the program to check that the given array has
been sorted. Unlike bubble sort, where the swap is guarded
by an if within the nested loop, here the swap operation is
done N times, where N is the size of the array, without any
guard. Again, the encoding grows quadratically with the size
of the array. As shown in plot (b) of Fig. 10, cbmc runs out of
memory for N ≥ 17, whereas smt- cbmc analyses instances
until N = 75.

4.2 The Bellman–Ford algorithm

The problems of the BellmanFord(N ) family are imple-
mentations of the Bellman–Ford algorithm with a graph com-
prising 5 nodes and N (randomly generated) edges. Each
edge is associated with a (randomly generated) positive
weight. The program for N = 10 is given in Fig. 11. The
edges of the graph are represented by the arrays Source
and Dest, while the weights are represented by the array
Weight. The assert statements at the end of the program
check that in the graph there are no negative-weight cycles.

The results of the experiments are given in the plots of
Fig. 12, where the x axis represents the number of edges.
Plot (a) displays the time spent by the tools in analysing the
problems while plot (b) shows the size of the formulae. Note
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Fig. 8 Results on BubbleSort.c(N ). a Time spent by the tools;
b Size of the formulae

that for N = 12 the formula generated by cbmc is already
more than one order of magnitude bigger than the one gene-
rated by smt- cbmc.

4.3 Implementation of a circular FIFO queue

The problems of the Queue(N ) family are implementations
of a circular FIFO queue. As shown in Fig. 13 the queue is
represented by a global variable of struct queue type
comprising an array of size N , two indexes of type int, to
keep track of the current positions of the head and the tail of
the queue, and a counter to store the number of elements in
the queue. The Insert function is used to enqueue a new
element, whereasRetrieve removes the first element from
the queue and stores its value into the global variabler. Since
the queue implements an FIFO policy, we require that ele-
ments are retrieved in the same order in which they have been

Fig. 9 Source code of SelectSort.c(N )

previously inserted (cf. last loop in themain procedure). The
parameter N determines the length of the queue.

The experimental results obtained for this family of pro-
grams are given in Fig. 14, where values on the x axis
represent the length N of the queue. Also in this case, the
size of the formulae generated by the tools is crucial to their
scalability: on the last instance verified by cbmc, the SAT
formula is about 300 times larger than the formula genera-
ted by smt- cbmc. Moreover, the number of instances that
smt- cbmc is able to verify is almost four times greater than
that of cbmc.

4.4 The (m, k)-gray code algorithm

The (m, k)-gray code is a generalisation of the binary gray
code [22], i.e. a binary encoding of the integers such that
the representation of a number differs only one bit from the
representation of its predecessor. Among other applications,
gray codes are used in mechanical encoders and in error cor-
rection of digital communications. The (m, k)-gray code is
a generalisation of the binary gray code as it encodes inte-
gers using m different values (instead of just {0, 1}) and k
digits (the length of the code). Adjacent elements of a (m, k)-
gray code differ in only one digit and the difference is either
+1 or −1. The problems of the m_k_Gray_Code.c(N )

family are programs for the generation of (3, 6)-gray codes
(Fig. 15). The parameter N determines the number of (m, k)-
gray codes generated and then the number of iterations of the
while loop that have to be considered.
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Fig. 10 Results on SelectSort.c(N ): a Time (seconds) spent by
the tools; b Size of the formulae

The experimental results obtained with these benchmark
problems are reported in Fig. 16. As cbmc is unable to verify
any instance of this family if simplification were disabled, we
enabled it. In both the plots of Fig. 16 the value of N is on
the x-axis. As we can see in Fig. 16b, the size of the SAT
formulae generated by cbmc still grows faster than that of
the formulae generated by smt- cbmc. In fact, the former
is almost 121 times bigger than the latter for N = 15 (the
biggest instance analysed by cbmc). Moreover, smt- cbmc
is faster and can analyse a greater number of instances than
cbmc is able to.

4.5 Prim’s algorithm

Prim’s algorithm [33] finds a minimum spanning tree for a
connected weighted graph. As in the Bellman–Ford imple-

Fig. 11 Source code of the instance of BellmanFord(N ) for
N = 10

mentation (cf. Fig. 11), three arrays are used to model the
attributes of the edges that connect the nodes of the graph.
We used instances where the number of nodes of the graph
is set to 4 and the number of edges increases according to
the parameter N , starting from N = 4. As shown in Table
1, already for N = 4 the size of the formula output by
smt- cbmc is about 37 times smaller than the one of cbmc.
For N = 7 the difference becomes greater: the formula gene-
rated by smt- cbmc becomes roughly 60 times smaller than
the one of cbmc. The generation of compact formulae has
an impact on the time spent by smt- cbmc to solve them: the
formula generated for N = 7 is solved in about 35 s while
cbmc takes roughly 2 min. Moreover, smt- cbmc analyses
five instances more than cbmc.

5 Related work

The BMC approach to software lays its foundations in the
planning domain [26,27]. Intuitively, a planning problem is
encoded as a propositional formula whose models corres-
pond to plans of bounded length that lead from the initial
state to a state meeting the goal. As many planning problems
involve reasoning on constraints, SMT reasoning has been
considered in this domain as well. For example, a recent
work described in [24] compares the SAT-based with the
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SMT-based approach for solving planning problems with
results that are more favourable to the former. However, it
is worth pointing out that software verification, unlike plan-
ning, poses challenges that are more targeted towards features
like arrays, records, etc. where the SMT approach demons-
trates to be more effective than the SAT approach. Hence, it
is not possible to claim absolute superiority of one approach
over the other independently from the specific application
domain.

More recently, a number of verification procedures and
tools have been developed for the automatic analysis of soft-
ware. In this section, we briefly survey the techniques that
are most closely related to ours.

ESC/Java [19] analyses user-annotated Java programs by
generating verification conditions which are then checked

Fig. 13 Source code of Queue.c(N )

with the simplify theorem prover [17]. Since the generation of
the verification conditions is an undecidable problem, several
heuristics are used to drive this activity, but this may lead the
tool to report unsound results.

MOPS [11] is a tool for detecting violations of temporal
security properties in software. The set of execution traces of
the program and the unsafe traces are modelled, respectively,
as push-down automata (PDA) and finite state automata. If
the intersection of the languages accepted by the two auto-
mata is empty no security property is violated by the tool.
However, since the PDA represents an over-approximation
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Fig. 14 Results onQueue.c(N ). a Time (seconds) spent by the tools;
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of the set of the execution traces of the program, spurious
traces may be reported. One of the sources of this impreci-
sion is that the analysis is data flow insensitive. For example,
the data flow ofif/else constructs is not taken into account
and the tool conservatively assumes that either branch can be
taken.

In [14], the problem of finding execution paths violating
some given properties is reduced to a constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP). The CSP is then abstracted into a Boolean
CSP whose solutions are enumerated by invoking a SAT sol-
ver and finally checked for feasibility with the commercial
ILOG [25] finite domain solver. The experimental results
reported in [14] indicate that the approach can be very effec-
tive and in some cases also outperforms smt- cbmc. Howe-
ver, since no implementation of the technique is publicly
available we could not carry out a systematic comparison
with our tool. Moreover, the usage of a finite domain solver

Fig. 15 Source code of m_k_Gray_Code.c(N )

provides direct support neither for bit-vectors operations (e.g.
shifting, concatenation) nor for modular arithmetic, which
are instead directly supported by the decision procedure for
bit-vectors implemented in CVC Lite and hence also by
smt- cbmc.

SLAM [3], BLAST [23], and MAGIC [10] extend a sym-
bolic model checking procedure for Boolean programs with
abstraction and refinement. The approach has been shown
to be very effective on specific application domains such as
device drivers programming. However, when they come to
reason about arrays they trade precision for efficiency. For
instance, SLAM and BLAST do not distinguish different ele-
ments of an array and this makes them report unsound results
on many programs of practical interest.

Saturn [37] is an efficient software error-detection tool
that, like cbmc, translates C programs into Boolean
formulae that are then fed to a SAT solver. One of the
distinguishing features of Saturn w.r.t. cbmc is the com-
putation of summaries for each analysed function to speed
up the (inter-procedural) analysis. But again efficiency is
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obtained at the cost of losing soundness: similar to SLAM
and BLAST, Saturn does not distinguish different elements
of an array.

Both cbmc and smt- cbmc treat arrays in a precise way,
but they only consider execution traces of bounded length,
limitation that can be mitigated by doing iterative deepening
on the unwinding bound. As shown in Sect. 4 smt- cbmc
can be considerably more effective than cbmc when applied
to programs involving arrays of non-negligible size. Howe-
ver, when no arrays occur in the program or when the arrays
have small size cbmc can be more effective than smt- cbmc.
This suggests that the compilation to SMT should be seen
as a complement and not as an alternative to the compila-
tion to SAT. An interesting point is to determine syntactic

Table 1 Performance of smt- cbmc and cbmc against Prim(N )

N Size (bytes) Time (s)

smt- cbmc cbmc smt- cbmc cbmc

4 376, 016 14,269,837 7.15 9.27

5 692, 767 31,453,119 12.93 28.08

6 1,153, 156 59,675,705 21.87 43.66

7 1,783, 069 108,045,992 34.2 151.08

8 2,611, 469 - 49.95 −
9 3,668, 203 - 71.05 −

10 4,983, 407 - 98.44 −
11 6,589, 143 - 134.05 −
12 8,504, 471 - 178.06 −

criteria that allow us to determine for any given program
which of the two encoding techniques is likely to perform
best.

To extract error traces from counterexamples, in [30] the
authors use labelling functions to build particular predicate
symbols (labels) that are then added to the verification condi-
tion. The labels contain information that can be syntacti-
cally and automatically extracted from counterexamples to
detect the exact position of an error in the source code. Our
approach, by directly extracting error traces from counte-
rexamples, does not clutter the formula fed to the SMT solver
with extra-logical information. On the other hand, it requires
the invocation of the SMT solver whenever a condition of
a conditional expression is met during the traversal of the
control flow graph. However, in our experiments the time
spent by our tool to carry out this activity is always negli-
gible.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a BMC technique for sequential programs
which uses SMT instead of SAT solvers. Our work genera-
lises the one presented in [29] and we have shown that our
encoding technique generates considerably more compact
formulae than cbmc when arrays are involved in the input
program. In particular, the size of the formulae generated by
our approach depends neither on the size of the bit-vector
representation of the basic data types nor on the size of the
arrays occurring in the program.

Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of our
approach: on problems involving complex interactions of
arithmetic and array manipulation smt- cbmc scales signifi-
cantly better than cbmc as the size of the arrays occurring in
the input program increases.
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